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A perpendicular electric field applied to multilayers of graphene modifies the electronic structure near the K
point and may induce an energy gap in the electronic spectrum. This gap is tunable by the gate voltage and its
size depends on the number of layers. We use a tight-binding approach to calculate the band structure and
include a self-consistent calculation in order to obtain the density of charge carriers. Results are presented for
systems consisting of three and four layers of graphene. The effect of the circular asymmetry of the band
structure on the gap is critically examined.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene is a two-dimensional �2D� crystal of carbon at-
oms which was fabricated only very recently.1 Since then it
has become an important research area in materials science
and condensed-matter physics. Already, a huge amount of
theoretical and experimental papers have been devoted to the
investigation of the low-energy electronic properties of ultra-
thin graphite films, including graphene monolayers and bi-
layers. This activity is stimulated by the successful fabrica-
tion of stable ultrathin graphite films, which exhibit excellent
mechanical quality, exotic energetic spectrum and are very
promising for, e.g., nanoelectronics2 and as transparent con-
ducting layers3 which are important for, e.g., displays and
solar cells. Rich electronic structures and optical properties
are predicted in such systems.

Based on angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
�ARPES� experiments4 and an analysis of the quantum Hall
effect and Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations, it was concluded
that in a single graphene layer the carriers have a linear
Dirac-like spectrum around the Fermi energy.1,5,6 Also in
quasi-2D highly oriented pyrolytic graphite �HOPG� both
conventional electrons with parabolic dispersion and Dirac-
like electrons with linear spectrum were observed.7

Within a tight-binding approach it was shown8 that Dirac
fermions are present in AB stacked graphene multilayers
with an odd number of layers and that for an even number of
stacked graphene layers, only normal fermions with a para-
bolic energy dispersion are found near the K point. This ap-
proach, as well as ab initio density-functional calculations,9

was used earlier to investigate the evolution of the electronic
structure around the K point when we go from a single
graphene layer to bulk graphite.10

A serious drawback of the use of a single layer of
graphene for electronics is the observation that conduction
cannot be switched off.11 It has been shown that this can be
overcome by using a bilayer of graphene where a perpen-
dicular electric field induces an energy gap at the K point.
Theoretical and experimental investigations of bilayer
graphene have shown that its band structure can be con-
trolled by an applied electric field directed perpendicular to
the layers, so that the electronic gap between the valence and

conduction bands can be tuned between zero and midinfrared
energies.12,13 McCann12 showed theoretically that in bilayer
graphene the asymmetry between on-site energies in the lay-
ers, caused by an external gate, leads to a gap between the
otherwise degenerate conduction and valence bands. It is ex-
pected that a similar energy gap can be opened in multilayers
of graphene and the value of the gap will depend on the
number of the layers. Such a theoretical study has not been
made yet and the purpose of the present paper is to present
an investigation of the electron spectrum of three and four
layers of graphene near the K point in the presence of an
external electric field. In this paper we will show that by
applying a perpendicular electric field an energy gap can be
induced in multilayer graphene which is tunable and which
depends on the number of layers. In contrast to the bilayer
case, we found that the size of the energy gap is not a mo-
notonous function of the gate voltage. We show that for cer-
tain values of the gate voltage the gap may even close both
for the three- and four-layer graphene systems. Our analysis
is based on a tight-binding approach to calculate the band
structure of three- and four-layer graphene systems in the
case a gate voltage is applied. A self-consistent Hartree ap-
proximation is used to calculate the induced charges on the
different graphene layers. Such three-layer graphene samples
can be realized experimentally, as was recently demonstrated
in Ref. 14, in which transport measurements on a tunable
three-layer graphene single-electron transistor were reported,
and its functionality was proven by Coulomb blockade oscil-
lations.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the details of
our tight-binding approach are given, with the description of
the self-consistent calculation performed in Sec. II A for a
three-layer graphene system and in Sec. II B for a four-layer
graphene system, in the presence of an external electric field.
In Sec. III our numerical results are presented and Sec. IV
summarizes our conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM

Multilayer graphene is modeled as coupled hexagonal lat-
tices with inequivalent sites Ai and Bi in the ith layer, with Ai
and Ai+1 atoms in adjacent layers on top of each other. The
tight-binding Hamiltonian for an arbitrary number of AB
stacked layers was presented in Ref. 10 and has the form
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where the rows and columns are ordered according to atom A
from layer 1, atom B from layer 1, atom A from layer 2, atom
B from layer 2, etc. In Eq. �1� �0, �1, �2, �3, �4, �5, and � are
the Slonczewski-Weiss-McClure �SWMcC� parameters and
the function f stands for

f�kx,ky� = eikxa0/�3 + 2e−ikxa0/2�3 cos kya0/2, �2�

with a0=2.46 Å as the length of the in-plane lattice vector.
The six parameters �0, �1, �2, �3, �4, and �5 express
the couplings between the different atoms and are given in
Ref. 10.

A. Three-layer graphene system in an external electric field

First, we consider a system consisting of three layers of
graphene positioned on top of a positively charged gate, as
shown in Fig. 1, which is employed to control the density of
electrons n on the three-layer system. The gate with a posi-
tive charge density n induces a total excess density n=n1
+n2+n3, where n1 is the excess density on the closest layer
to the gate and n2�n3� is the excess density on the second

�third� layer from the gate. In our model the gate produces a
uniform electric field E=ne /2�0�, where �0 is vacuum per-
mittivity and � the dielectric constant where the value �=1 is
used in the paper for our numerical calculations. The layers
of graphene, in its turn, produce a uniform electric field Ei
=nie /2�0�, where i=1,2 ,3 is the layer number. The layer
asymmetries between first and second layers, as well as be-
tween second and third layers, are determined by a corre-
sponding change in the potential energy �1,2��2,3�,

�1,2�n� = ��n2 + n3� , �3�

and

�2,3�n� = �n3, �4�

where �=e2c0 /�0�, with c0=3.35 Å as the interlayer dis-
tance.

The Hamiltonian for the three ABA stacked graphene lay-
ers in the presence of an external electric field can be ob-
tained by adding −�1,2�n� and �2,3�n� to the first and third
layer on-site elements of Eq. �1�, respectively,

H =�
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The tight-binding Hamiltonian operates in the space of
coefficients of the tight-binding functions c�k��
= �cA1

,cB1
,cA2

,cB2
,cA3

,cB3
�, where cAi

=cAi
�k�� and cBi

=cBi
�k�� are the ith layer coefficients for A and B types of

atoms, respectively. The total eigenfunction of the system is
then given by

�k��r�� = �
i=1

Nl

cAi
�k�

Ai�r�� + �
i=1

Nl

cBi
�k�

Bi�r�� , �6�

with Nl as the number of layers. The six coefficients in Eq.
�6� of the three-layer system, for fixed values of the layer
asymmetries defined by Eqs. �3� and �4�, can be obtained by
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diagonalizing Eq. �5�. The electronic densities on the indi-
vidual layers are given by

ni =
2

�
� dkxdky��cAi

�2 + �cBi
�2� . �7�

On integrating Eq. �7� until the Fermi vector kF we find the
charge densities in the partially occupied bands, namely, in
the first and second conduction bands �cAi

and cBi
depend

also on the specific conduction band�. When the interactions
between the different atoms, which are expressed by the pa-
rameters �0, �1, �2, �3, �4, and �5, are taken into account the
energy surface is not circular. In the presence of the external
gate the electronic densities in fully occupied bands are not
equal to each other and one needs to take into account also
the density redistribution in the valence bands. Using Eqs.
�3�–�5� and �7� we evaluate the energy gap �0 at the K point,

i.e., k=0 and the true gap, �̃, self-consistently following the
approach in Refs. 12 and 13 for a fixed total density n=n1
+n2+n3, which leads to a nonzero Fermi energy.

B. Four-graphene layer system in an external electric field

We consider a four-layer graphene system located near a
positively charged gate, which induces a total excess density
n=n1+n2+n3+n4, where ni is the excess density on the ith
layer as counted from the gate side. The corresponding
changes in the potential energy between I and II, II and III,
and III and IV layers are, respectively,

�1,2�n� = ��n2 + n3 + n4�, �2,3�n� = ��n3 + n4�,

�3,4�n� = �n4. �8�

The Hamiltonian for the four AB stacked graphene layers
in the presence of an external electric field can be obtained
by adding �1,2�n�, �1,2�n�+�2,3�n�, and �1,2�n�+�2,3�n�
+�3,4�n� to the II, III, and IV layer on-site elements of Eq.
�1�, respectively. The eight coefficients cAi

=cAi
�k�� and cBi

=cBi
�k�� 	for fixed values of the layer asymmetries defined by

Eq. �8�
 can be obtained by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian of
the four-layer system. The electronic densities on the indi-

vidual layers are given by Eq. �7�. The gaps �0 and �̃ are

evaluated self-consistently similarly as was done for the
three-layer system.

III. RESULTS

First, we neglect all interactions except between the
nearest-neighbor atoms in the same layer and between
A-type atoms between adjacent layers �which are on top of
each other�, i.e., we put �2=�3=�4=�5=�=0. In this ap-
proximation the energy bands are circular symmetric and
shown in Fig. 2 for a gate voltage that induces a total elec-
tron density n=1013 cm−2 for the three-layer graphene sys-
tem. In our calculations we used the parameter �0
=3.12 eV which within each plane leads to an in-plane ve-
locity 	=�3�0a /2
�106 m /s, and for the interlayer cou-
pling strength, i.e., between Ai and Ai+1 atoms, we take �1
=0.37 eV �see Ref. 10�. For the dielectric constant we used
the value �=1 and for the interlayer distance c0=3.35 Å.
Notice that for the considered electron density a part of the
second conduction band lies below the Fermi level. In the
bilayer case only the first conduction band is partially
occupied12 for such a density. The dependence of the Fermi
energy �F �dotted curve� as a function of the gate density n is
shown in Fig. 3 �when only �0, �1�0, and all other �i pa-
rameters are taken zero�. The dependence of the energy gap
at the K point, �0� �dotted curve�, is shown in Fig. 4 as a
function of total excess density n for the three-layer graphene

�when only �0, �1�0�. The true gap ��˜ �dashed curve� is
also shown in Fig. 4. When comparing our results with those

for bilayer graphene12 we notice that both �0� and ��˜ gaps for
the three-layer graphene case are much smaller as compared
to the bilayer system for the same values of the total density.

In the three-layer system ��˜=64.2 meV and �0�

=68.4 meV when n=1013 cm−2, while this is ��˜

=141.5 meV and �0�=152.7 meV for bilayer graphene cal-
culated using the values of �0, �1 chosen in our paper.

Now, we take into account all the interactions between the
different atoms, which are expressed by the parameters �0,
�1, �2, �3, �4, �5 and � �see Ref. 10�. We use the values for

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the three-layer graphene
system near a positively charged gate, which induces a total excess
density n=n1+n2+n3, with n1 the excess density of electrons on the
closest layer to the gate, and n2�n3� is the excess density on the
second �third� layer; Ei �i=1,2� is the uniform electric field be-
tween the layers with E1= �n2+n3�e /�0� and E2= �n3�e /�0�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The band structure of three-layer
graphene around the K point for a total excess electron density n
=1013 cm−2 in the case when we neglect all interactions except �0

and �1. Horizontal dotted line is the Fermi level.
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graphite, as was done in Ref. 10. Although the exact values
for these parameters may differ from graphite and for differ-
ent number of layers, this choice will give a realistic idea of
the effects due to the interaction with the other atoms. Figure
5 shows a three-dimensional �3D� plot and a contour plot of
the first conductivity band for the three-layer graphene near
the K point �K point is chosen as the origin� which in this
case has a triangular symmetry. For this case the Fermi en-
ergy dependence �dotted-dashed curve� as a function of the

gate density n is also shown in Fig. 3. The dependencies of �̃
�solid curve� and �0 �dotted-dashed curve� as a function of n
are shown in Fig. 4.

When the total excess density of electrons tends to zero
the results obtained in the present work coincide with those
found in Ref. 8. For example, for the three-layer graphene,
for the case when all the SWMcC parameters are taken into

account, the gap near the K point equals 10 meV, which is in
agreement with Ref. 8, and the other gaps equal 0. The Fermi
energy for the full interaction case is approximately
−20 meV in the absence of external gates.

We have found that the energy gap at the K point, �0, as

well as the true gap, �̃, have a nonmonotonic behavior for
the three-layer graphene with the full interaction between the
atoms and that the curves coincide starting from intermediate
densities. Figure 6 shows the typical band structures along kx
for ky =0, of three-layer graphene with the full interaction,
for four different densities. The relatively small value of the
true gap at low densities can be explained by the anticrossing
of the third valence and first conduction bands in Fig. 6. The
coincidence of the energy gap at the K point with the true
gap at intermediate and high densities can be explained by
the shape of the lowest conduction and the highest valence
band: the maximum of the highest valence band and the
minimum of the lowest conduction band coincide at the K
point. The layer densities ni �solid curves� for the system
with full interaction and for the case when only �0, �1�0
�dashed curves� as a function of the total excess density n are
shown in Fig. 7.

It is interesting that the inclusion of a few extra small
interaction parameters in the tight-binding �TB� Hamiltonian
can lead to such big changes. The reason is the following and
can already be understood from the results in the absence of
a gate voltage. As you can see in Fig. 1 of Ref. 8, the inclu-
sion of similar extra TB parameters that take into account
extra interactions between atoms does not change the spec-
trum of bilayer graphene much. However, it changes the
spectrum of a system with more than three layers in a more
fundamental way. In the same figure in Ref. 8 it can be seen
that the inclusion of the extra parameters leads to a decrease
in the energy of the parabolic bands with respect to the linear
bands. In other words, the ordering of the bands is changed.
As a consequence, the energy gaps for the case with only two
nonzero TB parameters and the case with all seven param-
eters are calculated between different bands: in the former

FIG. 3. �Color online� The dependence of the Fermi energy �F

on the total density n for three-layer graphene in the case when we
neglect all interactions except �0 and �1 �dotted curve� and include
all interactions �dotted-dashed curve�. The dependence for �F for
the four-layer graphene when we neglect all interactions except �0

and �1 �dashed curve� and for the full interaction case �solid curve�.

FIG. 4. �Color online� The dependence of the gap �0 at the K

point �dotted-dashed curve� and the true gap �̃ �solid curve� for
three-layer graphene when including the full interaction as a func-
tion of the total excess electron density n. For comparison we show

also the corresponding results, �0� �dotted curve� and ��˜ �dashed
curve�, when only �0 and �1�0.

FIG. 5. �Color online� The first conductivity band and the con-
tour plot for three-layer graphene with the full interaction included
around the K point for a total excess electron density n=1.5
�1012 cm−2.
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case between the two parabolic bands �being the third and
fourth levels at the K point� and in the latter case between a
linear �being the third level at the K point� and a parabolic
band �being the fourth level at the K point�. As many bands
cross in multilayer graphene systems around the Fermi en-
ergy at the K point, the inclusion of extra but small TB
parameters may have a significant effect on the gaps.

We have also investigated the dependence of the �̃ and �0
for bilayer graphene with the full interaction. We have found
that in the region of low densities, there is no considerable
difference with the results in Ref. 12 obtained for the case
when only �0 and �1�0. The difference is substantial at the

high densities; for n=1013 cm−2 the true gap �̃
=124.2 meV for the bilayer graphene with the full interac-

tion while ��˜=141.5 meV for the case when only �0, �1
�0.

Finally, we consider a four-layer graphene system. The
dependences of the Fermi energy �F �solid curve� of the sys-
tem with the full interaction and for the case when only �0,
�1�0 �dashed curve� as a function of the gate density n are

also shown in Fig. 3. The dependencies of �̃ �solid curve�
and �0 �dashed curve� as a function of n are shown in Fig. 8.
The same figure shows also the dependence of �0� �dotted-

FIG. 6. �Color online� The band structure of the three-layer graphene with the full interaction as a function of kx �around the K point for
ky =0� for different values of the total density. The horizontal dotted line corresponds to the Fermi energy.

FIG. 7. �Color online� The layer densities ni �solid curves� for
the three-layer system with the full interaction and ni� �dashed
curves� for the case when only �0 and �1 are different from zero, as
a function of total excess density n.

FIG. 8. �Color online� The dependences of �̃ �solid curve� and
�0 �dashed curve� for the four-layer graphene system with the full

interaction as a function of n as well as for ��˜ �dotted curve� and �0�
�dotted-dashed curve� when only �0 and �1�0.
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dashed curve� and ��˜ �dotted curve� for the case when only
�0, �1�0. Now, for the four-layer system we have found that
the true gap has an oscillatory behavior as a function of n for
the situation when we include the full interaction as well as
for the case when only �0, �1�0. Figure 9 shows the typical
band structure of the four-layer system with the full interac-
tion along kx �for ky =0� for different values of n; one can see
that the true gap is much smaller than the gap near the K
point. However, the real value of the true gap, for fixed value
of the total density, is determined by a gap with ky �0 and
can be smaller than the values shown in Fig. 9. Figure 10

shows the layer densities ni �solid curves� for the four-layer
graphene with the full interaction and for the case when only
�0, �1�0 �dashed curves� as a function of total excess den-
sity n. The comparison of the layer densities ni for the four-
layer graphene �solid curves� and for three-layer graphene
�dashed curves� as a function of total excess density n �for
the full interaction case� is shown in Fig. 11.

This behavior of the true gap is connected with the excess
charge distribution and corresponding asymmetries between
the graphene layers. Due to imperfect screening, the charge
density on the layers farthest from the gate is considerably
smaller in comparison with the excess density on the closest

FIG. 10. �Color online� The layer densities ni �solid curves� for
the four-layer graphene with the full interaction and ni� �dashed
curves� for the case when only �0 and �1�0 as a function of total
excess density n.

FIG. 9. �Color online� The band structure of the four-layer graphene with the full interaction as a function of kx �around the K point for
ky =0� for different values of the total density �the horizontal dotted line corresponds to the Fermi energy�.

FIG. 11. �Color online� The layer densities ni for the four- �solid
curves� and ni� �dashed curves� for three-layer graphene systems
respectively, as a function of total excess density n �for the full
interaction case�.
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layer as it is shown in Figs. 7 and 10. With the increase in the
number of layers, the asymmetry between the layers farthest
away from the gate abruptly decreases, resulting in layers
with almost no excess charge. As a result we have observed
a tendency of a decrease in the true gap in the cases of
intermediate and high total densities. Therefore it is expected
that in the case when the number of layers Nl→� the gap
will also tend to zero.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We considered the influence of a single gate placed above
three- as well as four-layer graphene systems on the elec-
tronic structure near the K point. We found that the gate-
induced true gap for the three-layer system with full interac-
tion is three times smaller as compared to the bilayer case for
an external density n=1013 cm−2. For the same large value
of density the true gap for the four-layer system is about ten
times smaller than in the bilayer case.

We have found that the energy gap at the K point �0 as

well as the true energy gap �̃ is a nonmonotonous function

of the total density when including the full interaction be-
tween the atoms for the three-layer system. For the four-layer
system we have found that only the true gaps oscillate as a
function of the gate voltage both when including the full
interaction and for the case when only �0, �1�0.

We found the remarkable effect that for certain values of
the gate voltage the gap can be closed. The re-entrant open-
ing and closing of the energy gap were not seen in bilayer
graphene and are typical for multilayer graphene. Note that
those energy gaps are found in the band structure which is
situated below the Fermi energy. Therefore, they will have a
minor effect on electrical transport but will be detectable by
optical measurements.
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